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Introduction

• Standard economic 
models assume that 
choices are driven by 
self interests.
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Introduction

• Standard economic models 
fail to fully explain:
• Charitable donations
• Why do people help 

their co-workers and 
friends?

• Why do people take 
revenge?
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Charness and Rabin (2002)

• Simplified model of preferences of s (self) when interacting with o (other):

Us (πs , πo) = (1- ρ)πs + ρπo if πs ≥ πo

(1- σ) πs + σπo if πs <πo

ρ is the weight on other’s payoffs when the individual is ahead, σ is the wight
when the individual is behind.

Selfishness: ρ = σ = 0

Baseline altruism: ρ = σ >0

Full altruism: ρ = σ = ½

Inequity aversion: ρ > 0 > σ
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EVIDENCE OF SOCIAL PREFERENCES FROM 
LAB EXPERIMENTS



Charness and Rabin (2002)
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• 2 players  A and B are playing a game. A has 
no choice. If B choose B1 then A receives 750 
and B receives 400. If B chooses B2 they 
both receive 400.

• The experimental results of the game reveal 
that a substantial number of subjects (about 
1/3) refuse to receive less than another 
person when such refusal is costless.

• Difference Aversion.

B

B1             B2

(750, 400)  (400, 400)



Charness and Rabin (2002)
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• A has to choose between keeping 750 
and giving B 0 or letting B make a 
choice.

• B is the faced with the same choice as 
last game - (400, 400) or (750, 400). 

• Compared to the previous game, 
significantly more number of players 
in the role of B choose (750, 400).

• Due to reciprocity.

A

A2A1

B

B2B1(750, 0)

(750, 400) (400, 400)



Charness and Rabin (2002)
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• A has to choose between keeping 550 
and giving B 550 or letting B make a 
choice.

• B is the faced with the same choice as 
before - (400, 400) or (750, 400). 

• In this case, B choosing (400, 400) 
would mean punishing A.

A

A2A1

B

B2B1(550, 
550)

(750, 400) (400, 400)



Charness and Rabin (2002)
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Ultimatum Game

• Two players – a proposer and a responder

• The proposer has to propose a division of a pie (eg $10) 
between herself and the responder.

• The responder can either accept or reject. If she accepts the 
offer is implemented. If the responder rejects, no one gets 
anything.
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Ultimatum Game
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Ultimatum Game

Standard game theoretic solution:

• A rational responder will accept any positive offer.

• A rational proposer will know this and hence give the lowest positive 
amount to the responder.

• The responder will accept this positive offer, as rejection will leave her 
with 0.

• SPNE – Proposer offers the smallest possible share, and responder 
accepts.
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Ultimatum Game

Experimental Evidence (Camerer, 2003):

• Modal and median ultimatum offers are usually 40-50 %

• The mean offer is usually 30-40 %

• Hardly any extremely unfair ( <10%) or hyper-fair (>50%) offers.

• Offers of 40-50% are rarely rejected.

• Offers <20% are rejected about half the time.
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Ultimatum Game

• Generous offers can be because:
• Proposers have a preference for fairness (altruistic)

• Inequity aversion, altruism, positional preferences, Rawlsian preferences etc

• Proposers are afraid of having low offers rejected (strategic)

• How to distinguish between altruistic and strategic motives?

• Dictator Game

• Proposer decides how to split the pie and responder has no 
opportunity to reject.
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Dictator Game

• The Nash equilibrium of the game is that the proposer given nothing 
to the responder.

• Experimental results (Forsythe et al., 1994) shows that the mean 
allocation to the responder is about 20%. 
• 60% of subjects transfer a positive amount.

• The mean allocation is lower than that in the Ultimatum game, but is 
still positive.

• This implies that the proposer has both strategic and altruistic 
reasons.
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EVIDENCE OF SOCIAL PREFERENCES FROM 
FIELD STUDY



Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul, 2005

• This paper examines social preferences in the workplace.

• The paper uses personnel data from a large farm in the UK that first 
paid its workforce according to a relative incentive scheme and then 
switched to piece rates. 

• Under relative incentives, workers’ daily pay depends on the ratio of 
individual productivity to average productivity among all co-workers 
on the same field and day.

• Under piece rates individual pay only depends on individual 
productivity. 
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Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul, 2005

• Under relative incentives individual effort imposes a negative 
externality on co-workers’ pay, whereas under piece rates individual 
effort has no effect on others’ earnings.

• The difference in workers’ performance under the two schemes, will 
show if workers internalize the externality they impose on their 
colleagues. 

• Workers might internalize the externality either because they truly 
care about colleagues' payoffs, or because they fear punishment and 
retaliation. 
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Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul, 2005

• After the change of schemes, from relative incentives to piece rates, 
productivity increased by at least 50 %.

• The authors find that the average worker places a weight of .65 on 
the benefits accruing to all other co-workers, assuming that they 
place a weight of one on their own benefits. 

• Under relative incentives workers internalize the externality more 
when the share of their personal friends in the group is larger and this 
effect is stronger in smaller groups.

• Productivity under relative incentives was significantly lower only 
when workers were able to monitor each other – collusion.
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Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul, 2005
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Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul, 2005
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USING NEUROECONOMIC METHODS TO 
STUDY SOCIAL PREFERENCES



Social Preferences and Neuroeconomics

• Neuroscience reveals how feelings and thoughts can be measured 
directly.

• Different parts of the brain are associated with emotions and 
cognition.

• For example, neuroimaging studies show greater activation in the 
ventral striatum when subjects experience mutual cooperation with 
a human partner over a computer.

• People in situations of risk vs ambiguity, loss vs gain use different 
parts of the brain.
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Sanfey et al. (2003)

• Each participant was introduced to 10 people they were told would 
partner with them in the games to follow. 

• They were told that they would play a single iteration of the game 
with each partner and that their decisions with each partner would 
not be revealed to the other partners.

• Each player played 30 rounds (in random order) of the Ultimatum 
Game – 10 with human partners, 10 with computer partner and a 
further 10 control rounds in which they simply received money for a 
button press.
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Sanfey et al. (2003)

• The 10 rounds with the computer partner were half fair and half 
unfair. 

• The authors procured fMRI imaging of subjects’ brains while they 
played the ultimatum game.

• Players were scanned while they responded to both fair (equal split) 
and unfair (unequal split) offers.
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Sanfey et al. (2003)

• Participants accepted all fair offers. 

• The acceptance rates decreased as the offers became less fair.

• Participants had a stronger emotional reaction to unfair offers from 
humans than to the same offers from a computer.
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Sanfey et al. (2003)

• Unfair offers elicited activity in brain areas related to both emotion 
(anterior insula) and cognition (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex).
• Competition between these two regions influences behaviour.

• Regions of bilateral anterior insula (associated with negative 
emotional states) demonstrated sensitivity to the degree of 
unfairness of an offer.
• This activity increased with the degree of unfairness.
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Neuroeconomics26/07/2019 28

Sanfey et al. (2003)



Sanfey et al. (2003)
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Subjects with stronger anterior insula activation to unfair offers 
rejected a higher proportion of such offers.



Sanfey et al. (2003)
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Unfair offers that are subsequently rejected have greater anterior insula than 
DLPFC activation, whereas accepted offers exhibit greater DLPFC than anterior 
insula.



Kosfeld et al. (2005)

• The neuropeptide Oxytocin promotes social attachment and 
affiliation among non-human mammals.

• This paper examines if oxytocin can promote pro-social behaviour 
such as trust in humans.

• The authors analysed the effect of exogenously administered oxytocin 
on individuals’ decisions in a trust game.

• Two groups:
• Oxytocin group: n=29

• Placebo group: n=29
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Kosfeld et al. (2005)

• Trust Game: Both subjects receive an initial endowment of 12 
monetary units (MU). 

• The investor can send 0, 4, 8 or 12MU to the trustee. The 
experimenter triples each MU the investor transfers. After the 
investor’s decision is made, the trustee is informed about the 
investor’s transfer. 

• Then the trustee has the option of sending any amount between zero 
and his total amount available back to the investor. 

• For example, if the investor has sent 12MU, the trustee possesses 
48MU (12MU own endowment + 36MU tripled transfer) and can, 
therefore choose any back transfer from 0 to 48MUs.
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Kosfeld et al. (2005)
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Kosfeld et al. (2005)
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-Placebo
-Oxytocin

Out of the 29 subjects, 13 (45%) in the oxytocin group showed the maximal trust level, 
whereas only 6 of the 29 subjects (21%) in the placebo group showed maximal trust.



Kosfeld et al. (2005)

• The authors check if this increased level of transfer in the Oxytocin group is due 
to reduced risk aversion.

• A risk experiment was conducted in which the investor faced the same choices as 
in the trust game but in which a random mechanism, not the trustee’s decision, 
determined the investor’s risk.

• In the risk experiment, everything was identical to the trust experiment, except 
that all subjects played the role of an investor who could transfer 0, 4, 8, or 12MU 
into a project rather than to a trustee. In particular, an investor’s payoff risk (that 
is, the distribution of payoffs) in the risk experiment was identical to that in the 
trust experiment at any feasible transfer level.

• There was no statistical difference in transfer levels between the two groups, 
implying that the increase in transfer levels in the oxytocin group in the first 
experiment is due to an increased level of trust.
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Kosfeld et al. (2005)
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-Placebo
-Oxytocin

In the risk experiment, there is no statistical difference between investors’ behaviour in the 
oxytocin and the placebo groups.
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